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Introduction

l

In the world of public policy there is an abundance of tools and techniques to base good
public policy upon, for example benefit-cost analysis and multi-criteria analysis Many
of these techniques have been developed to replace the traditional 'seat-of-your-pants'
public policy decision making process However, these techniques tend to be one-of!
studies, the quality of which depends on the data available Also, the use of these policy
tools tends to be pre-policy formulation But there is a complemenrary policy tool that is
often overlooked in public policy; performance monitoring
In a public policy sense, performance monitoring is an on-going program that uses
indicators to assess the progress of industry in relation to the goverruuent's objectives
Consequently, the extent of the performance monitoring program and the types of
indicators used will reflect the goverruuent's objectives However, monitoring the
performance of any industry is difficult, especially for those outside it Good data are
always difficult to obtain and interpretation of the data often depends on the perspective
and motivation of the observer, even when there is confidence in the quality of the data.
Difficulties can also arise in reaching agreement on common definitions of the items
being monitored, the lifespan of the monitoring program, and the continued supply of
quality data
As with any data gathering exercise, the private sector is often critical of government
requests for data.. Ihe cost of supplying data and the release of data that may be
commercially sensitive are legitimate concerns of business Performance monitoring by
goverruuent must therefore have a genuine public policy motivation and not be
undertakenjust to satisfY the inquiring minds of bureaucrats
Despite these difficulties the Bureau of I ransport Economics (B lE) has been active in
the field of performance monitoring. Ihis paper discusses the BIE's performance
monitoring work, focusing on the role of Water line in performance monitoring of the
Australian waterftont Ihe paper concludes with some lessons the B lE has learnt over
the years that may be of benefit to other public policy practitioners.
Why monitor?
It is a reasonable question to ask, if it is so difficult to monitor an industry, why do it at
all?

Ihe answer comes in two parts:

•

to influence behaviow; and

•

to keep track ofthe shareholder's investment

1

Some of the material contained in this paper was prepared by Anthony Carlson for an invited paper
presented by Clive Hamilton, Executive Director, The Australia Institute (Hamilton 1999). The

authors are grateful to Mr Hamilton for the use of the material, however, the focus here is broader than
the context of Mr Hamilton's paper
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BTE performance monitoring

The B TE has an extensive peIformance monitOling program, of which monitOling of
stevedoring performance is a prime example However, performance monitoring is a
relatively new field fOl the B TE, having commenced only 5 years ago (the B TE has
been conducting nanspOlt research fOl over 25 yeaIs).. Even now, in terms of the BIE's
Iesources, perfOlmance monitOling is only a small propoltion of the BTE's research
pIogram However, the BTE's monitOling program has proven to be a very costeffective way of connibuting to the nanspOlt public policy debate
The primary medium fOl disseminating the results of B TE's perfOlmance monitOling
program is the quarterly publication Water line In addition to container stevedOling
productivity indicatOls, Water line includes:
•

crew-to-berth ratios of Australian merchant ships and off-shore vessels;

•

port reliability; and

•

the POIt InteIface Cost Index (a measure of the cost of moving containers between
containeI ships and warehouses in the majOl Ausnalian container ports).

The B TE also monitOls airfares of Ausnalian airlines on a monthly basis.. The results of
aiIfares monitoring ar·e repOlted in the BTE's Indicators series published on the BTE's
Internet site
The B TE has also been given the Iesponsibility of monitoring the effectiveness of the
Bass Snait Passenger Vehicle Equalisation Scheme Unlike the BTE's other
perfOlmance monitoring wOlk, this wOlk is conducted armually and at this stage does
not rely on any specific indicatOls.
Each of the monitOling activities has a specific role and history However, the lest of the
paper will focus on the role of Water line and stevedOling performance monitoring

Development of Wa/e,fine

Throughout the 1980s the B rE had played a role in providing governments with expert,
independent and balanced analyses on a broad range of maritime issues. However, the
BTE faced a dilemma The relatively small size of the B TE, and the ad hoc nature ofthe
maritime research tasks it had to undertake, meant the B TE maritime research team was
more of a jack-of-all-nades, rather than an expert in its own right. This made it difficult
fOl the BTE to establish an ongoing presence in the maritime reform debate. It was
believed that this pIesence was essential to maintain relevant contacts and hence
expertise; a prerequisite to providing reliable advice to government
The solution the B TE decided to ny was the production of a regular newsletter called
Water line Designed to provide timely infOlmation and analyses, the timing of this new
concept was ideal as the BTE had been requested by the House of Representatives
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lhe release of Water line receives wide coverage in both industry publications and
mainstream media lhe coverage has widened since the 1998 waterfront dispute as there
is continuing interest in the effect of the dispute on stevedoring performance Water line
is clearly accepted as being an authoritative and objective source of stevedoring
performance data
Although shipping companies collect performance data for their own ships at container
terminals, they use Water line as an alternative source of information to complement
their own data Water line also provides information to ship operators on the relative
performance of Australian ports. lhe credibility of Water line makes it difficult for
stevedores to make exaggerated claims about the performance of their terminals in
negotiations with ship operators. Of course, stevedores also use Water line data when
these serve to strengthen their negotiation position (Hamilton 1999)
Althongh stevedoring data are the focus of attention in Water line, the Port Interface
Cost Index has also been of value to the commercial interests of port authorities In the
early days of Water line some port authorities were less than enthusiastic about
supplying data for Water line After the marketing opportunities presented by Waterline
data were realised, the BTE was able to work cooperatively with the port authorities in
developing the Port Interface Cost Index to better meet industry needs. Now most port
authorities are able to find information in Water line to support the promotion of their
port
Lessons from the BTE experience
Much ofthe following is comrnonsense and a team with good management and research
skills should have little difficulty with preparing and implementing a sound
performance monitoring program

Know what you want - the forest and the trees
It may sound simplistic, but the most important step'in performance monitoring is to be
very clear about what you are trying to achieve Potential data suppliers, in particular,
are very good at quickly identifying whether or not you understand the connection
between your data request and the purpose of the monitoring program
It is important to understand the big picture, that is, identify operating parameters such

as:

•
•

the client's demands;
other stakeholders such as data suppliers and even those who may not want
performance measurement to take place;

•

threats and opportunities;

•

lifespan of the exercise; and

•

the delivery vehicle for the information
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One final but very important factor to consider about the choice of indicators
Experience has taught the BIE that when comparisons between performance measures
are made', it is precisely those influencing factors where partial indicators have not been
constructed that cause the comparisons to be inappropriate. For example, comparing
various Australian stevedoring crane rates is reasonably acceptable because many ofthe
unmeasured influences are the same at each Australian port, such as the type of ship and
terminal capital equipment to name just two variables However, comparing Australian
stevedoring crane rates with other national crane rates is ftaught with danger when the
unmeasured influences are not considered

Identify stakeholders
Identifying stakeholders is essential to establish the appropriate strategy for
implementing a performance monitoring program In addition to the client, two most
important stakeholders to consider are:
Those organisation> that would be affected, positively or negatively, by the monitoring
program.· The support of these organisations is critical to the ongoing development of
the indicators, and the way the indicators may be used For Waterl/ne, the key
stakeholdeIs are the stevedores, unions, port authorities, industry representatives,
shipping lines, state and federal government agencies, as well as a number of
individuals who either work or have worked in the maritime industry and are willing to
verify anecdotal evidence through their own networks Interestingly, cargo owners have
never been active stakeholders; a situation not unique to Waterl/ne
The data suppliers. An administrative ideal would be for the data to be sourced from
one supplier. However, such a situation would only be ideal if the supplier were
reliable, able to provide the information over the entire life of the monitoring program,
and if quality checks were available One of the successful aspects of Water line is the
improved relationship between the BIE and the data suppliers After an initial
environment of reluctant cooperation, some datl' suppliers began to realise that they
could legitimately use the BTE as their sole co~tact with the government (and other
inquisitive bodies). This would allow the data suppliers to reduce their information
burden Other data suppliers (particularly one of the major stevedores) have been
attracted to the idea of supplying the BTE with more data so that the BIE may develop
new partial indicators that will then be used by the operator as part of their own internal
performance monitoring,

5

And comparisons are inevitably made, regardless of warnings ofthe inappropriateness to do so
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•

developing greater respect for each agency's policy position, while promoting
continued, and sometimes still heated, debate based on a shared understanding and a
common interpretation of the facts

More than just numbers?
Deciding on the appropriate format for the publication of the results of the monitoring
program is critical. The BTE has experience in producing data publications and data and
coinmentary publications. Ihere is little doubt that the success of Water line relies
heavily on the accompanying commentary, which promotes a consistent message based
on the available data
Without commentary, there remains the opportunity for individuals to inappropriately
interpret the results While this is possible even with commentary, an accompanying
article that contains well articulated and developed analyses raises the level of the
debate and minimises the misuse ofthe data
Providing Water line fiee of charge means that the information permeates widely
through the maritime community. Wide distribution helps in providing a consistent
starting point for debate and also demonstrates the B lE's commitment to assisting in
the reform process

Be apolitical- "just the facts thanks M'am"
Providing commentary with data can be a difficult exercise when balancing current
political imperatives (not just of government) with the management of the monitoring
exercise But by providing an apolitical account of the data strengthens the relationship
between the BTE, data suppliers and other key stakeholders, and ensures the longer
term viability of the publication
It is interesting to note that being apolitical sti!l does not stop the use of Woterline as a
political document For example, during a past stevedoring industrial dispute, a senior
representative of the Maritime Union of Australia and the then Commonwealth Minister
for I ransport, appearing on a respected prime-time current affairs program, both began
waving Woterline at each other while arguing their respective positions from selected
passages fiom the latest issue

Listen and learn and listen again
Ihe B lE prides itself on the generally good relationship it maintains with industry
organisations while providing information to the government This is particularly so
with Woterline. The relationship is strengthened by the way the indicators adapt to
better reflect the activity they are intended to measure Ihis flexibility shows the B lE is
willing to listen to advice, learn hom that advice, and then listen to feedback on the
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